
Mazo Nude Beach in WisconsinWas My First Encounter With
Social Nudity
 

(Guest naturist blog) 

Nowadays, being naked is natural and pleasing. But it did not constantly feel that way. 

I've always been somewhat self conscious. The thought of being nude around one man, let

alone a group, was certainly terrifying. Little did I understand, this anxiety about nudity would

leave me even putting up a fight. 

My first social nude encounter was due to my love for traveling around the United States.

During my travels, I was exposed to many friendly, talented folks. I met all types of

musicians, artists, travelers and hippies. 

I began to travel with a band called John Denver's Airplane from age nineteen to twenty.

Madison, Wisconsin is a great little historic town, covered in red brick, where my story

occurs. 

After the group played their venue, some fans told us about a local sand called Mazo beach. 

The trip north was brief and we shortly arrived at our destination - Mazo beach. 

Mazo Nude Beach in Wisconsin 

We arrived atMazo sand and I quickly recognized this was no ordinary playa. It was in the

centre of the wilds. The beach was beautiful with black, metallic looking pebbles scattered

through the sand, on the sand and into the water. 

Even beach girl -inspiring compared to the scene, was the complete dearth of clothing

Everyone was naked! There were unclothed men and women all around me!

http://cunningham-limp.com/__media__/js/netsoltrademark.php?d=nudist-young.com were

swimming and others were simply sprawled out sunbathing nude. I felt my face grow red, as

all of my friends started to disrobe. 

I had a moment of panic that fortunately didn't last. I was frightened and shocked because I

'd never planned to see my pals nude. I thought about running but immediately recognized

that fleeing was a ridiculous idea. Therefore I finally decided to play it cool. 

Once http://dairyadvantage.com/__media__/js/netsoltrademark.php?d=nudist-video.net gave

into the encounter, I managed to relax and enjoy myself. After a while, I actually felt my

personal body image problems start to evaporate. Now I am url =http://nude-

beach.net">more accepting of my self along with others and I have to thank Mazo Nude

Beach and naturism/ nudism for that! 

This guest blog, about a first timers experience with social nudity at Mazo Nude Beach, was

published by - Young Naturists and Nudists America FKK. 
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